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Abstract: Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is regarded as a potential
medical diagnostic technique for investigation of hemodynamic changes.
However, uncertainties pertaining to the origin of NIRS signals have ham-
pered its clinical interpretation. The uncertainities in NIRS measurements
especially in case of living tissues are due to lack of rigorous combined
theoretical-experimental studies resulting in clear understanding of the
origin of NIRS signals. For their reliable interpretation it is important to
understand the relationship between spatial changes in optical properties
and corresponding changes in the NIRS signal. We investigated spatial
sensitivity of near infrared optical measurements using an experimental
approach. It uses a liquid optical phantom as tissue equivalent, which
is explored under robot-control by a small, approximately point like
perturbation of desired optical properties, and a NIRS instrument for
trans-illumination/reﬂection measurements. The experimentally obtained
sensitivity has been analyzed and compared with numerical simulations.
In preliminary experiments we investigated the inﬂuence of various optical
properties of the medium and of source/detector distances on the spatial
sensitivity distribution. The acquired sensitivity maps can be used to deﬁne
characteristic parameters. As an example, we used a 25% threshold to deﬁne
a penetration depth measure which provides values in good accordance with
published ones. To the best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst experimental
study of NIRS spatial sensitivity. The presented method will allow in depth
experimental investigation of the inﬂuence of various conditions pertaining
to medium such as optical properties of tissue (scattering and absorption)
and of the source/detector conﬁguration.
© 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (120.3890) Medical optics instrumentation; (170.3660) Light propagation in tis-
sues; (300.1030) Absorption.
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1. Introduction
NIRS was ﬁrst applied for in-vivo use in 1977 [1]. Since this discovery of the NIRS window
(700–1300 nm) into the body, it has been widely used for measurement of tissue oxygenation.
Part of those studies aimed to investigate various types of brain activation [2] due to stimuli
as visual [3,4], auditory [5,6], motor [7–9] and more recently various cognitive [10–14] ones.
Other ﬁelds of application include studies of blood perfusion in muscles [15–18] and in breast
cancer [19,20]. The main measure obtainable by NIRS isthe tissue concentration of oxygenated
and deoxygenated hemoglobin.
Even after two decades of intensive work of further development for acquisition and evalu-
ation of NIRS, it is not yet really accepted as a diagnostic technique for clinical routine. This
is mainly due to quantitative and spatial localization uncertainties so far typical for NIRS sig-
nals. To overcome these disadvantages important efforts have been taken to characterize various
aspects of NIRS signals using different theoretical and experimental means. Experimental ap-
proaches using a tissue equivalent optical phantom [21–23] provided valuable insights in NIRS
signal properties such as effects related to the redistribution of blood volume as resulting from
changes in local vessel diameters affecting the optical properties of various tissue layers [24].
Theoretical models are of special interest because they can provide information about experi-
mentally indeterminable parameters like partial optical path length [25]. For tissue like medium
there exists an excellent theoretical framework concerning the spatial sensitivity of NIR optical
measurements [26]. However, these spatial sensitivity maps have until now neither been experi-
mentally investigated nor explicitly veriﬁed. A review of tissue simulating phantoms for optical
spectroscopy, imaging and dosimetry is given by [27].
This work establishes the ﬁrst report concerning the direct investigation of NIRS spatial sen-
sitivity proﬁles for simple geometric cases. We present an experimental method and a protocol
for investigating spatial sensitivity of NIRS under various conditions. The paper elaborates
methodology and design of according experiments. This concerns mainly selection of phantom
material, geometry and experimental protocol.
2. Spatial sensitivity of NIRS
Biological tissue acts as absorbing and scattering medium for near infrared light. For this type
of medium the diffusion approximation of radiative transport equation (RTE) has been used
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−∇D(r)·∇Φ(r,ω)+

μa(r)+
jω
c

Φ(r,ω)=f(r,ω), (1)
where Φ is the radiative ﬂuence, D the diffusion coefﬁcient given by D = 1/(3·(μa +μ
 
s)),
μa and μ
 
s are absorption and reduced scattering coefﬁcient, respectively, ω is the modulation
frequency of the source and r is the spatial position.
Boundary conditions are given by
Φ(r,ω)−2A·n·D(r)·∇Φ(r,ω)=0, (2)
where A is a factor accounting for refractive index mismatch on the boundary.
Another popular and more generic model for such light transport is based on Monte-Carlo
simulations. In the Monte-Carlo method the interaction of light with matter is treated as a
stochastic process where each randomly selected interaction causes a random change in direc-
tion of the path of photon propagation as well as of the power.
The spatial sensitivity has been described theoretically by photon measurement density func-
tions (PMDF) or sensitivity maps. Arridge et al. have described a computationally efﬁcient
method for computing PMDF using a perturbation approach and an adjoint source model [26].
We have carried out our simulation using this theoretical model.
In biomedical applications this is used for computation of chromophore concentrations based
on the modiﬁed Beer-Lambert’s law. Oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) and reduced hemoglobin
(HbR) are the two main chromophores of interest for NIRS. The modiﬁed Beer-Lambert’s
relation is given by
Iλ
d = Iλ
s exp

−

μλ
a +μ
 λ
s

·PL

, (3)
where Iλ
s and Iλ
d are the source and the detected intensity at the detector site for wavelength λ,
μλ
a and μ
 λ
s are effective absorption and reduced scattering coefﬁcients as experienced by the
photon transport, PL is the mean path length of the photon trajectories from source to detector
and, G is a geometric loss factor accounting for photons lost due to scattering and geometrical
constraints.
μλ
a is related to Hb, HbO concentrations as a weighted sum with the weighting factors extinc-
tion coefﬁcients ελ
HbO and, ελ
HbR
μλ
a = ελ
HbO[HbO]+ελ
HbR[HbR.] (4)
In case of scattering medium like tissue, PL is larger than the distance between source and
detector. This enlargement of the photon path is due to multiple scattering of photons which is
parametrized by μ
 λ
s . It is generally assumed that μ
 λ
s is invariant for physiological changes like
regional cerebral blood ﬂow (rCBF) changes and relevant blood volume (rBV) changes. How-
ever, there are studies reporting scattering changes as signiﬁcant as absorption related to rCBF
and rBV changes, which are basically due to the pronounced differences in scattering between a
solution of single red blood cells, red blood cell aggregates and a hemoglobin solution [28,29].
If we assume that scattering changes are invariant during measurements, we can model the
mean photon path length PL as PL = l·DPF where DPF is the differential path length factor.
DPF = PL/l is assumed to be constant for particular optical properties and hence tissue types.
With these set of assumptions, Eq. (3) takes the form most widely used in NIRS
Iλ
d = Iλ
s exp

−μλ
a ·l·DPF

, (5)
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Fig. 2. Principal components of the experimental setup:
- front: the tank containing the liquid phantom,
- right: the scanning unit with attached probe,
- left: the NIRS-acquisition system,
- back: the control and data acquisition unit (laptop).
where the absorption μλ
a is computed by
μ∗λ
a =
1
l·DPF
·ln

Iλ
s
Iλ
d

=
1
l·DPF
ODλ. (6)
3. Material and method
The basic idea of our experimental approach is presented in Fig. 1.
The scheme of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3. It consists mainly of four compo-
nents: optical tissue phantom, 3D scanning unit, NIRS instrument and control and data acqui-
sition unit (PC).
3.1. Experimental setup
The dynamic optical tissue phantom consists of two major components, a background opti-
cal phantom and an optical perturbation. The background optical phantom is realized as a
liquid ﬁlled tank (20x20x20cm3), Fig. 3(a). The use of a liquid tissue phantom allows for
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(b) Perturbation, left: empty bulb,
right: ﬁlled and ﬁxed to holder.
Fig. 3. The experimental setup.
free positioning and moving of the optical perturbation inside the phantom volume. In ad-
dition, a liquid phantom is suitable for changing optical properties. Ingredients of the liquid
phantom are distilled water, ’Medialipid 20%’ (B.Braun Medical) and ’India Ink’ (Lefranc &
Bourgeois). The concentration of Intralipid and india ink is chosen to achieve various optical
parameter values as needed for the experiments. For our purposes we have chosen concen-
trations resulting in mean optical properties as typical for tissues as reported in literature i.e.
μλ
a =0.001±0.0002mm−1 for ’normal’ effective absorption and μ
 λ
s =0.8±0.05mm−1 for nor-
mal reduced scattering [30–32]. To avoid any sedimentation effects a magnetic stirrer is turning
continuously throughout the whole experiment.
The optical perturbation is realized by a liquid-ﬁlled glass bulb, see Fig. 3(b). This home
made glass bulb is thin walled (∼ 0.2mm thick) and spherical shaped (1 mm diameter) with a
tubular opening (0.2mm internal diameter). The liquid in the glass bulb can be freely chosen to
meet the desired optical properties normally with respect to the liquid of the background. The
glass bulb end is closed using silica gel (glass adhesive). It is held in position using a L-shaped
glass tube, which is ﬁlled with the same liquid as used for the background tissue phantom.
The NIRS system used is a frequency domain instrument (ImagentTM from ISS inc) with
a modulation frequency of 110 MHz. However, only DC intensity measurements are used in
this work. Optical glass ﬁbers are used as emitters and detectors. Refraction effects due to
transparent perspex walls are avoided by holes drilled into the wall of the tissue phantom tank
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to position the tips of the optical ﬁbers at the internal tank surface. This arrangement is also
helpful in mimicking the ﬁber contact with skin. For the current experiments two sources and
two detectors are used in the conﬁguration as shown in Fig. 2.
For interactive and fully automatic 3D positioning and scanning a multipurpose precision
machine is used (Proﬁler Pro, Colinbus inc.) with 0.1mm position resolution. The perspex glass
tank is ﬁxed on a rigid support at a well calibrated position with respect to the 3D position
manipulator. The support tube of the perturbation is mechanically ﬁxed to the 3D positioning
head of the manipulator.
3.2. Measurement protocol
The experimental protocol is designed to determine the light intensity distribution inside a pre-
deﬁned volume of the medium with a reasonable resolution. Therefore, the multipurpose ma-
chine is programmed to scan the desired volume with the optical perturbation while performing
continuous optical intensity measurements via the emitter/detector pairs.
The moving perturbation followed a raster scan pattern in a two dimensional vertical plane
perpendicular to the tank wall in which source and detector were ﬁxed, see Fig. 4. After scan-
ning one plane, the adjacent plane (1mm apart) was scanned using the same raster scanning
pattern. This scanning protocol was repeated to cover a rectangular block volume.
With this scanning protocol a sufﬁcient spatial resolution with a good reproducibility was
achieved for the three dimensional region of interest. At the end of each scan line, a synchro-
nization impulse was generated and recorded along with the optical intensity signal. These syn-
chronization signals are referred as front markers and depth markers as shown in Fig. 4. These
signals are important for synchronizing the NIRS measurements with the movement of the per-
turbation, it allows precise determination of the position of every measurement taken inside the
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scanned volume (Fig. 5). The speed of movement of the perturbation was ﬁxed (10mm/sec)
and kept in principle over the whole time of recording. However,stopping of probe movement
and change in direction causes variation in speed. These changes have been determined and
corresponding correction are applied during data processing.
For every measurement scan, a control scan was performed in addition to determine effects
of the supporting glass components necessary to hold the inclusion in place. For this purpose
the perturbation - the glass bulb - and the "L" shape holding glass pipe were ﬁlled with the same
liquid as used for the background tissue phantom.
3.3. Data acquisition and signal processing
Data acquisition and storage Data is acquired performing two scans as described before.
After the reference scan, the glass bulb is ﬁlled with background liquid containing the added
optical perturbation. This perturbation can be chosen as desired either as absorption perturba-
tion or as scattering or both. Results from these scans are two series of sequential data con-
taining the complete information of a spatial sensitivity distribution.They are stored for further
evaluation together with the according synchronization data acquired from the scanning unit.
For each source detector pair a sampling frequency of 138.8 samples per second is used for
acquisition.
Removal of baseline drift Before decomposition of the data stream in lines the ﬁrst prepro-
cessing steps are low pass ﬁltering and detrending. A slow drift was observed in all measure-
ments, the nature of which was studied using multiple trial recordings. It turned out to be
extremely slow but not reproducible. The most likely and probably most important source of
such drift may be the photomultiplier of the NIRS instrument. To detrend the acquired signals
we proceeded as follows.
The acquired signal consists of a sequence of scanning lines starting from the foreground
’Front marker position’ containing mainly the interesting signal and ending at the ’Depth
marker position’ containing in principle constant background noise only. Since this background
noise should be constant over the whole volume (care has been taken to have e.g. no jeopar-
dizing light sources in the system) part of the signal around the depth marker is taken for de-
trending. For this purpose we use a 0.5 second window around any depth marker to determine
the local level of mean background noise. The series of these means provides the trend curve
which is then subtracted from the raw signal.
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marker’ and ’Depth marker’ the raw data stream is splitted into lines. For each of this a correc-
tion is necessary to compensate the change in propagation speed of the probe at the end of each
line scan. Then these lines are put together to form the slices and from the slices the according
3D data volume is created after additional adequate interpolation to achieve a data space of
isotropic resolution.
Fig. 6. Volume scan presented as sequence of x-z slices for a control scan with y=0 at the
source-detector connection line.
Creation of the sensitivity map The steps for the creation of the actual sensitivity map as
visualized in Fig. 7 are:
1. Control scan acquisition and creation of the background reference 3D map,
2. Perturbation scan acquisition and creation of the raw sensitivity map,
3. Sensitivity map calculation as the difference between the raw sensitivity map and the
background reference map.
(a) Control Scan (b) Raw-data scan c. Sensitivity map (b-a)
Fig. 7. Sensitivity map creation: elimination of glass holder effect exemplary demonstrated
with slice y=0.
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3.4. Model and simulations
The PDE for the diffusion approximation of the radiative transport equation (RTE), chapter 2
Eq. (1), is numerically solved using the ﬁnite element method (FEM). For model creation and
simulation we use the Matlab based FEM package FEMLAB (Comsole inc.). For every simula-
tion the dimensions of the actual experimental setup including geometry of the optical phantom
and positions of sources and detectors were used to create a model mimicking the real situation
as closely as possible.
Model A rectangular prism of dimension 20x20x18cm3 is used as a model for the tank ﬁlled
with liquid phantom. Source detector positions are the same as used for the experiments. The
complete geometry is described by a tetrahedral mesh. The mesh resolution is adapted to the
local needs, higher than background for the area of scanning and highest near the sources and
detectors (maximum edge length 0.5mm). The model has been implemented as described.
Simulations Simulations have been carried out on a PC with 2 quad core CPUs and 16 GB
of RAM.
4. Results
Experiments have been carried out following the above protocol using different background
optical properties and different type of perturbations resulting in sensitivity maps. According
boundaries and properties have been fed into the above described modeling and simulation pro-
cedureprovidingdiffusionapproximationbasedsimulationresultswhicharecomparedwiththe
corresponding experimental results. Considering the region of validity of diffusion approxima-
tion only the part above the approximate mean free scattering path is presented for comparison.
To visualize in 3D the characteristics of the spatial sensitivity distribution as detected by our
system Fig. 8 presents a sequence of ﬁve subsequent iso-sensitivity surfaces (transparent).
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the emitter-detector connection (bar in above ﬁgure (right) originat-
ing from (30/0)).
Fig. 9. Comparison of results from experiments (solid thin lines) and simulations (thick
dashed lines). Experiments have been carried out in a background medium of ’normal’
scattering and absorption. According parameter values have been entered in the simulation
(emitter-detector distance: 20mm).
4.1. Comparison: experiment and simulation
In ﬁrst experiments we compared theoretically predicted and experimentally determined sen-
sitivity distributions for different absorption coefﬁcients of the medium. Figure 9 presents the
combined results from a typical experiment and simulation here for a background medium with
normal scattering and absorption as deﬁned before. Figure 9(a) gives the top and side view
of the interesting part of the sensitivity map around the emitter and detector where the scalar
ﬁelds are presented by isopotential lines of sensitivity values, thick regular lines stemming
from simulation and thin ones from experiment. A good qualitative accordance between the
ﬁeld characteristics of the two can be stated.
For further, more quantitative comparison, the sensitivity decline in direction of the perpen-
dicular bisector of the emitter - detector connection has been determined for the same set of
experiment and simulation. This presentation provides quantitative information about the pen-
etration depth (see Chap. 4.4) which is of special interest for numerous applications. The good
accordance between experiment and simulation is conﬁrmed.
4.2. Background absorption
To get an idea about the inﬂuence of background absorption on the propagation of light in a
reasonably scattering medium, experiments have been carried out to compare sensitivity maps
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row ’normal’ scattering and low (half normal) absorption, lower row ’normal’ scattering
and high (doubled) absorption. The left hand side gives the lower topview, the right the
middle cross section. The distance between emitter and detector has been 20mm.
between media of ’normal’ scattering containing in the ﬁrst experiment a low (half of the nor-
mal) concentration of absorbing molecules, which has been doubled for the second. The results
in Fig. 10 show, as to be expected, that in the medium of lower absorption (Fig. 10 upper row)
much more of the detected photons have passed much longer tracks much deeper in the volume
than in the one of doubled absorption (Fig. 10 lower row).
4.3. Source-detector distance
Another set of experiments has been dedicated to the inﬂuence of the distance between source
and detector on light propagation in a certain medium and thus on the sensitivity map (Fig. 11).
The sensitivity mappings in Figs. 11(a)–11(c) present results from experiments, which have
been performed with source-detector distances of 20 mm, 30 mm and 40mm presented from
top to down each with a top- (left) and a side-view (right). Comparing the side views for the
different distances one mentions the higher density of iso-sensitivity lines near and between
the source and detector for the short distance indicating a quicker decline than for the greater
distances. This becomes even more obvious when comparing sensitivity on the perpendicular
bisectors of the source-detector connection (Fig. 12 upper part).
4.4. Penetration depth
Penetration depth may be characterized by evaluating the courses passed by the photons on their
way from source to detector. So, evaluating the distribution of passages of all photons through
a certain barrier should provide according information. As such barrier we use the bisector of
the line connecting source and detector perpendicular to the ground plane. The more photons
pass this barrier the farer from its origin the higher should be the penetration depth. Since the
sensitivity distribution is determined from the number of photons passing through differential
volumes one can use for an according evaluation directly the sensitivity map.
Thus, for a more quantitative treatment of the phenomenon observed in the experiments
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity maps for different source-detector distances with the same scattering
and absorption of the background.
and described in the preceding sub-chapter an evaluation in terms of this penetration depth of
the signal into the tissue has been performed. As in chapter 4.1 in a ﬁrst step the sensitivity
decline in direction of the perpendicular bisector of the emitter-detector connection has been
determined as function of the distance from the bottom plate (upper part of Fig. 12). Then
the sensitivity data for each curve has been normalized to the individual total area under the
curve (middle part of Fig. 12). From these the curves of accumulated activities have been de-
termined (lower part of Fig. 12). The 75% line of cumulated activity allows to determine a pen-
etration depth measure for the different source-detector distances: D20:∼10mm, D30:∼13mm,
D40:∼15mm. For every source-detector distance 25% of the information contained in the sig-
nal is stemming from parts farer from the probes than the determined distance.
5. Discussion
In general a 3D-map of optical sensitivity should provide a scalar ﬁeld distribution of sensitiv-
ity for an entire space including absorption and scattering with a sufﬁciently high resolution.
Such three dimensional sensitivity distribution would allow to determine directly the effect of
changes of local optical properties anywhere in the space on the signal acquired by the measure-
ment system. It is important to mention that the sensitivity distribution is not an object property
only but depends also highly on the measurement conﬁguration as position of the optodes and
distances between them.
Obviously, existing phantoms and experimental approaches as presented before are far from
allowing direct physical measurement of sensitivity distributions [30,33–35]. Here our ﬂuid
phantom has the main advantage to allow scanning of the whole space of interest with rela-
tively high resolution for both absorption and scattering independently or combined. From the
acquired data complete high resolution sensitivity maps can be created.
Since we use a ﬂuid phantom we can easily adapt its optical properties to what ever combi-
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Fig. 12. Penetration depth measure for emitter-detector distances of 20, 30 and 40mm.
Shown are the cross sections of the sensitivity map in the bisector plane of emitter-detector
connection for experiments with low absorbing medium. From top to bottom are given: lo-
cal sensitivity, sensitivity normalized to the individual total sensitivity, accumulated relative
sensitivity. The 75% line of cumulated activity deﬁnes the penetration depth measure.
nation of absorption and scattering is needed. This is true for the scanning probe (perturbation)
as well. The size of this probe is the limiting factor regarding the achievable resolution. The so
far smallest glass bulb designed by us for this purpose has a diameter of 1mm (Fig. 3(b)). Since
the step width of our scanning system is 0.1mm the effective resolution of our system should
be sufﬁcient to serve as model for almost all structures which may be of interest.
A principal problem of the developed setup is the need of a freely movable ﬁxation for the
probe inside the phantom. This ﬁxation should be as solid as necessary to allow for precise
positioning and as nonperturbing as possible. We use a glass tube for this purpose ﬁlled with
the same medium as the actual phantom. This reduces the unavoidable perturbations but cannot
avoid the perturbation by the glass. Since the scanning results show a very good reproducibility
the inﬂuence of the undesired perturbations on the scan results can be eliminated by subtraction
of a reference scan from the actual scan, see Fig. 7. This reference scan results in a sensitivity
map which presents the sensitivity of the system to the moving glass parts of the probe ﬁxation
only. By comparing Fig. 7(a)–7(c) it becomes evident that the system is sensitive to these glass
parts, that these sensitivity has to be eliminated and that this is successfully done with our
approach.
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of the lack of an according gold standard. As a ﬁrst global test Figs. 6 and 8 present 3D visu-
alizations which correspond nicely to what would be expected for such a sensitivity map. This
namely concerns the symmetry between emitter and detector and the development of equal
sensitivity surfaces in the space.
For a more sophisticated validation we compared our measurements with results from sim-
ulations based on numerical models. Figure 9 gives a typical example of such an experiment
where in the upper part in top- and side-view the smooth equi-sensitivity lines of the simulation
correspond very good with the noise disturbed ones from the experiment. To mention is the
noise which becomes visible in the experimental results in some distance of the optodes where
the changes in sensitivity approach the signal to noise ratio of 1 and even less (Fig. 9(b)). A
good congruence between the results from experiment and simulation can be stated and thus a
certain validation for both methods.
First results Two further experimental sets have been performed to demonstrate the useful-
ness of the presented phantom and the further possibilities to study in depth details of sensi-
tivity distributions in different media and their meaning for application of NIRS. In the ﬁrst
set a simple demonstration of the effect of a twofold increase of absorbency in the medium
was performed. As stated already, one of the interesting features of the sensitivity map is the
appearance of noise in some distance from the optode pair indicating where the spatial sensitiv-
ity gradient becomes smaller than the noise amplitude. This borderline indicates consequently
from whereon changes in optical properties as between actual background and probe are not
anymore directly detectable. From Fig. 10 one could conclude as a ﬁrst estimate that by dou-
bling the absorption in the medium the depth from where information can be gathered decreases
two to three times.
Amoredetailedanalysishasbeenperformedfortheimportanceoftheoptodedistanceforthe
composition of the acquired signals. This is a topic of highest interest in all NIRS applications
and a lot of theoretical work including modeling and simulations has been performed to treat
this subject. Anyway, much less experimental work providing quantitative information is to be
found in literature most often based on clinical experiments, which results are interpreted in
qualitative manner to determine the effect of different source-detector spacing on the detected
signals [34–36].
Obviously such work is and must stay qualitative. So, it would be highly desirable to be
able to perform more in depth investigation illuminating the underlying principles allowing
quantitative investigation concerning the light propagation etc.. The here presented sensitivity
mapper is a tool which can provide detailed information about the sensitivity distribution for a
wide range of conﬁgurations. As exemplary done in chapter 4.4 physical magnitudes may be
deﬁned and quantitatively evaluated. We invent here for this purpose the parameter penetration
depth measure which now allows to compare quantitatively changes in signal composition due
to different source-detector distances.
Table 1. Penetration Depth Measure as Function of Source-Detector Distance
distance/mm depth/mm
20 10
30 13
40 15
Table 1 summarizes the results and Fig. 13 visualizes the penetration depth measure as a
function of the chosen source-detector distance.
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In conclusion one can state that with increasing distance between source and detector on
the one hand, as to be expected, the amount of collected light decreases, on the other hand the
relative amount of light and thus information from regions deeper in the volume increases. This
means that the penetration depth increases with increasing source-detector distance. The values
determined for the penetration depth measure are in good accordance with the one estimated
for according measures in literature [30].
6. Conclusion
The presented phantom has proven to be an adequate tool to acquire three dimensional sen-
sitivity maps for a wide variety of optical properties of media and perturbations and of
source/detector conﬁgurations. The optical properties are namely absorption and scattering in
any desired combination. This will allow to study under well deﬁned experimental conditions
the inﬂuence of e.g. oxygenation-deoxygenation of hemoglobin in terms of absorption as well
as to discriminate the possible effect of changes in scattering on acquired signals as may be
evocated by local changes in erythrocyte concentrations.
The possibility to create experimentally acquired spatial sensitivity maps may be the most
important progress achieved with this type of phantom. Thus it is possible to verify and validate
simulation results in detail by comparing the theoretical achieved sensitivity maps with the
experimental ones as has been shown exemplary for different medium.
As has been further demonstrated physical parameters can be precisely deﬁned allowing to
characterize and compare quantitatively optical properties for different in vivo tissue conﬁgura-
tions. Based on such information it will be possible to optimize measurement conﬁgurations as
consisting of different source-detector pairs or verify according theoretical optimization results.
For further work it will be possible to create different phantom geometries, to incorporate
subspaces in the phantom containing media of different optical properties, to create different
typesofperturbationsandtoperformevenexperimentsdealingwithdynamicchangesofcertain
phantom properties.
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